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Worksheet No.16                                       Term-II                                     Subject: Critical Thinking 

Name: ______________                           Class/Sec.: III ____                                       Date: _________ 

Section A : English 

Q:Fill in the blanks with the most suitable question word. 

1. _______ will the summer vacations begin? 

a) How              b) Which                   c) When                       d) Why  

2. _______ is sitting on the terrace? 

a) How              b) Which                   c) Who                       d) Why  

3. _______did you get this? 

a) Who             b) Which                   c) When                       d) Whom  

4. _______ is leading the dance troupe? 

a) How              b) Who                   c) When                       d) Why  

5. _______would you  leave for the party? 

a) What              b) Which                   c) When                       d) Why  

6. _______of these shirts do you like? 

a) How              b) Which                   c) When                       d) Why  

                                               Section B: Mathematics 

Q: Tick mark the correct answer. 

1.The standard unit of weight is_______ 

a) Kilogram                           b) gram              c) milligram                  d) quintal 

2.How many grams are there in 100 kilogram? 

a) 10                        b) 100             c) 1000                d)100000 



3.Height of a boy is measured in _______ 

a) kilograms           b) metre &centimetre              c) grams               d) litres 

4.The word capacity means_______ 

a) Weight of a body                         

b)  quantity of liquid             

c)  height of a building                

5.Milk is measured in _______ 

a) kilograms          b) metre &centimetre              c) grams               d) litres and millilitres 

6.Depth of rivers and sea is measured in _______ 

a) kilograms               b) metres                    c) grams                          d) litres  

Section C: EVS 

Q 1.Why is sun important to the Earth?  

1.It provides light energy to green plants to make food. 

2.It provides heat to enable living things to survive on Earth. 

3. It rotates around the Earth to give us seasons. 

a)1 and 2 only             b) 1 and 3only                   c) 2 and 3 only                      d) 1 ,2and 3  

Q2: The Earth spins about an inclined imaginary line that passes through its centre. This 

line is known as ____________________________. 

a) equator              b) axis                   c) orbit                         d) eclipse 

Q3.Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box and select the correct option. 

 

24 hours, one year, atmosphere, axis, ozone layer, two years, stratosphere,48 hours 

 

Earth rotates on its own ________________ and takes _________________ for one rotation .It 

also moves around the Sun and takes about ______________ to complete one 

revolution.The Earth is covered by a layer of gases called _____________________________.  


